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The Theology of Dallas Willard
Trusted missiologist Ed Stetzer and coauthor and pastor Philip Nation bring
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missional thinking to everyday believers in Compelled by Love. The 2008-2009
emphasis book for WMU, a million-member missions nonprofit organization,
Compelled by Love is a basic theology-and-application platform to help believers
understand what missional living is all about--that is, our calling to love others.

When Christians Get It Wrong
Great for nonbelievers and new Christians, this work of popular-level theology
introduces the person and work of Christ by answering a series of questions about
Jesus. Now in paperback.

The Case for Christ
While often overlooked, the Book of Jude remains as relevant today as the time it
was written. God has commanded His beloved church to do the necessary work of
contending for the faith in a world of unbelief, and as we do, He will keep us from
falling into the same deception. In this 7-session study from Jackie Hill Perry, dive
into themes of being called, loved, and kept, and learn how to point others to Jesus
in grace and truth. We serve others well when we share the whole gospel with
them, not just the parts deemed attractive by our culture. Features: Leader helps
to guide questions and discussions within small groups Personal study segments to
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complete between 7 weeks of group sessions Verse-by-verse study for
comprehension and application Interactive teaching videos, approximately 8-20
minutes per session, available for purchase or rent Benefits: Recognize God's Word
as an anchor in the ever-shifting cultural climate. Discover your God-given identity
in a world of deception. See how this small, obscure book in Scripture still speaks
to the church today.

Jude - Bible Study Book
Introduces the person and work of Christ to those who are seeking answers to
some of the most basic--and pivotal--questions, offering solid, biblical answers
presented in a relevant, accessible way.

Seeing and savouring Jesus Christ
Vintage Jesus
Blending timeless truths from Scripture with aspects of contemporary culture,
Driscoll and Breshears help churches learn to effectively reach people with the
gospel. Now available in paperback. Part of the Re:Lit series.
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On the New Testament
A provocative new book that calls Christians to stop making Jesus so "convenient"

A Call to Resurgence
If the unchurched in the United States ever formed their own country, it would be
the world’s eleventh most populous nation. Reformission is a call to reform a
flawed view of missions—as something we only do in foreign lands—to focus on the
urgent needs in our own neighborhoods, filled with diverse Americans who
desperately need the Gospel of Jesus and life in his Church. It calls for a movement
of missionaries who seek the lost across the street, as well as across the globe.
Many evangelical churches today are either hostile to the unbelieving world in
which they live, or so friendly with the surrounding culture that they have lost the
unique claims of the gospel that alone have the power to change people. This basic
primer on the interface between gospel and culture by #1 New York Times
bestselling author and pastor Mark Driscoll will help you to carefully navigate
between the twin pitfalls of syncretism (being so culturally irrelevant that you lose
your message) and sectarianism (being so culturally irrelevant that you lose your
mission). If you’re more convinced today than ever that this crazy, sin-sick world
needs a Savior, Reformission will show you how to love the Lord through the
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unchanging gospel, and love your neighbor in our ever-changing culture.

The Training of the Twelve
It’s tempting to believe that the Christian faith is alive and well in our country
today. Our politicians talk about God. Our mega-churches are filled. Christian
schools dot our landscape. Brace yourself. It’s an illusion. Believe it or not, only 8
percent of Americans profess and practice true evangelical Christian faith. There
are more left-handed people than evangelical Christians in America. In this book,
Mark Driscoll delivers a wake-up call for every believer: We are living in a postChristian culture—a culture fundamentally at odds with faith in Jesus. This is good
and bad news. The good news is that God is still working, redeeming people from
this spiritual wasteland and inspiring a resurgence of faithful believers. The bad
news is that many believers just don’t get it. They continue to gather exclusively
into insular tribes, lobbing e-bombs at each other in cyberspace. Mark’s book is a
clarion call for Christians. It’s time to get to work. We can only do this if we unite
around Jesus and the essentials found in his Word, while at the same time,
appreciating the distinctives within each Christian tribe. Mark shows us how to do
just that. This isn’t the time to wait or debate. Join the resurgence.

Win Your War
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In his distinctively edgy, yet theologically sound style, Pastor Mark Driscoll
addresses the nine most controversial questions posed by visitors to the Mars Hill
Church website. Part of the Re:Lit series.

Religion Saves
A Faith Embracing All Creatures
“The celebration of Advent is possible only to those who are troubled in soul, who
know themselves to be poor and imperfect, who look forward to something greater
to come. For these, it is enough to wait in humble fear until the Holy One himself
comes down to us, God in the child in the manger. God comes. The Lord Jesus
comes. Christmas comes. Christians rejoice!” —Dietrich Bonhoeffer Executed by
the Nazis for his complicity in a plot to assassinate Hitler, Dietrich Bonhoeffer
remains with us today through his writings—far-reaching ripples of deep thought,
passionate words, and unflinching character. Including biographical insights,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Christmas Sermons spans Bonhoeffer’s seventeen years as a
preacher. This collection of vintage sermons and writings searches out the power
and mystery of the Christmas season: its joyous riches and its implications for our
lives. Also available Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Prison Poems Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s
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Meditations on Psalms

Spirit-Filled Jesus
Truth Unchanged, Unchanging
WHO ARE YOU? WHAT DEFINES YOU? WHAT IS YOUR IDENTITY? How you answer
those questions affects every aspect of your life: personal, public, and spiritual. So
it’s vital to get the answer right. Pastor and best-selling author Mark Driscoll
believes false identity is at the heart of many struggles—and that you can
overcome them by having your true identity in Christ. In Who Do You Think You
Are?, Driscoll explores the question, “What does it mean to be ‘in Christ’?” In the
process he dissects the false-identity epidemic and, more important, provides the
only solution—Jesus. “This book will give you an unshakeable, biblical
understanding of who you are in Christ. When you know who you are, you’ll know
what to do.” —Craig Groeschel, Senior Pastor of LifeChurch.tv and author of Soul
Detox,Clean Living ina ContaminatedWorld “I spent years in ministry for Christ
without understanding my identity in Christ. I know now that I was not alone.
When, by the grace of God, we understand who we are in Christ, everything else
can crumble and we will still be standing. I highly commend this book to you.”
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—Sheila Walsh, speaker and author of God Loves Broken People

Vintage Church
Most marriage books assume the author did it right. Most marriage books barely
mention friendship. Most marriage books use “intimacy” as code for “sex.” This is
not one of those books. In Real Marriage, Pastor Mark Driscoll and his wife, Grace,
share how they have struggled and how they have found healing through the
power of the only reliable source: the Bible. They believe friendship is fundamental
to marriage but not easy to maintain. So they offer practical advice on how to
make your spouse your best friend – and keep it that way. And they know from
experience that sex-related issues need to be addressed directly. Five chapters are
dedicated to answering questions like: Should I confess my pre-marital sexual sin
to my spouse? Is it okay to have a “work spouse”? What does the Bible say about
masturbation and oral sex? Stunningly honest and vulnerable, Real Marriage is like
a personal counseling session with a couple you cannot surprise, you cannot shock
into silence, who will respond to every question with wisdom, humility, and realism.
If you want to have a long-lasting, fulfilling marriage you should read this book.
Wrestle with this book. Pray over this book. Share this book. And discover how God
can use it to change your life. Endorsements: “If you’re married or plan to be
someday, do yourself a favor and read every page of this book.” —DRS. LES &
LESLIE PARROTT Founders of RealRelationships.com and authors of Love Talk
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“Whether engaged, newlywed, or veteran, Real Marriage will serve as an
invaluable resource. I highly recommend this book.” —ANDY STANLEY author of
The Grace of God and Senior Pastor, North Point Community Church "One of my
greatest concerns is that culture is going to continually define and redefine what
marriage is and is not, and the church is going to simply sit on the sidelines and
react rather than seeking to actually become proactive by confidently teaching
what the Bible has to say about it. That is why I am so thankful that Mark and
Grace Driscoll wrote this book. Their approach to marriage, its benefits and
challenges are transparent and challenging and I honestly believe that every
married couple who will work through what they lead us through in this book will
not just merely have a marriage that survives in this world but rather thrives in it."
— PERRY NOBLE Senior Pastor, NewSpring Church "Our thanks to Mark and Grace
Driscoll who have served this generation well by tastefully but boldly addressing
the real issues facing real marriages. Taking the unchanging truth of God’s word
and sprinkling in is the story of God’s mercy in their own marriage they have filled
every chapter with real helpfulness. This book is powerful, biblical, practical and
healing for marriages that hurt. My wife and our adult children read it to great
profit." — DR. JAMES MACDONALD Senior Pastor, Harvest Bible Chapel and Bible
teacher for Walk in the Word

The Future of Open Theism
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Foreword by Robert Morris When Jesus needed help, He went to the Helper. Where
do you go? If Jesus needed help, we all do. Spirit-Filled Jesus explores the role of
the Holy Spirit in and through the life of Jesus, revealing aspects of His life that
have not been examined before and helping you see how this applies to you. In
understanding how Jesus lived His life through the power of the Holy Spirit, you will
learn how to: Maintain emotional health even during hardship Redeem your
relationships with friends, family, and enemies Be perfected through suffering
Forgive others as Jesus forgives you Defeat the demonic with five God-given
weapons Everyone knows the Holy Spirit as the Helper but may not realize He
helped Jesus. Jesus resisted temptation, endured suffering, and overcame Satan,
all by the power of the Spirit. You can do the same. The Spirit that empowered
Jesus also lives in you! God wants us not only to admire the life of Jesus and reflect
it in our lives but also to experience the same source of life-giving power that Jesus
did.

Emerging Awakening—A Faith Quake
It is God's will for each of His children to Excel in Christ! Overcoming metastatic
colon cancer has not only taught me how to excel in my identity in Christ, it has
also revealed that the key to receiving All of God's promises is primarily based on
having an unwavering identity "rooted" in Christ. With this revelation, this "How to
Book" will equip you with simple ways to become grounded in your identity in
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Christ, thus enabling you to excel. Many Christians are still living and approaching
life just like the unbelievers do, with much fear, worry, panic, uncertainty, defeat,
etc, resulting in wrong decisions and outcomes. But it ought not to be this way for
the true Christian who has the promises of abundance through Christ! So, why is it
that many Christians are not able to appropriate God's blessings in their lives? Is it
because of wrong teaching? Or, is it because they do not know their true identity in
Christ, or how to receive from God? In this easy to read and practical book, Dr
Ruth, a Bible teacher of over 10 years, offers practical recommendations on how to
(1) "walk" in your unshakable identity in Christ; (2) enjoy the abundant life
available to you by faith in Christ; (3) overcome and "crush" the lies from the devil
in every area of your life! Learn how to: -Develop a vibrant relationship with God
through Christ; -Effectively study the Bible and meditate on the Holy Scripture;
-Harmonize the Testaments and gain a deeper revelation of the True nature of the
gracious and loving God of the Bible; -Pray effectively and be an effective witness
for Christ; -Become confident about the trustworthiness of the Bible; gain a deeper
understanding of who the Holy Spirit is; know your role in the Universal Church;
mature as a Christian, PLUS MUCH MORE. For the non-Christian who is curious
about the spiritual blessings Christians have inherited in Christ, this book provides
the answers. This timeless book will definitely edify and strengthen your faith, and
answer many questions as to why you have not been seeing the desired results in
your relationship with God. You will, finally, learn how to Receive God's Promises
and REST in Christ!
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Everyday Church
What is the purpose of animals? Didn't God give humans dominion over other
creatures? Didn't Jesus eat lamb? These are the kinds of questions that Christians
who advocate compassion toward other animals regularly face. Yet Christians who
have a faith-based commitment to care for other animals through what they eat,
what they wear, and how they live with other creatures are often unsure how to
address these biblically and theologically based challenges. In A Faith Embracing
All Creatures, authors from various denominational, national, ethnic, and cultural
backgrounds wrestle with the text, theology, and tradition to explain the roots of
their desire to live peaceably with their nonhuman kin. Together, they show that
there are no easy answers on "what the Bible says about animals." Instead, there
are nuances and complexities, which even those asking these questions may be
unaware of. Editors Andy Alexis-Baker and Tripp York have gathered a collection of
essays that wrestle with these nuances and tensions in Scripture around
nonhuman animals. In so doing, they expand the discussion of nonviolence,
peacemaking, and reconciliation to include the oft-forgotten other members of
God's good creation.

On Who Is God?
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Evangelical Christianity in the United States is currently in a dramatic state of
change. Yet amidst this sometimes tumultuous religious environment a rather
unique blend of both ancient and contemporary Christian theology has found its
way into the hearts and minds of emerging generations of Christians. The Theology
of Dallas Willard both describes and conveys the essence of this increasingly
popular and perhaps mediating view of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Blending both a
prophetic critique with pastoral encouragement, Willard's unique understanding of
the reality present within a life lived as a disciple of Jesus in the kingdom of God is
attracting both new and traditional Christians to reconsider their faith.

Doctrina Christiana: The Timeless Catechism of St. Robert
Bellarmine
Evangelical theology has grappled with open theism and its alternative doctrine of
God for decades. Richard Rice recounts the history of open theism from its
antecedents and early developments to its more recent expressions, considering
how it might continue to develop in relation to several primary doctrines of the
Christian faith.

Prodigal Christianity
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The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of
mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological
predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and
Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Reformission
Following Jesus can be more about serving others rather than judging them.

Your Jesus Is Too Safe
Who is Jesus Christ? You've never met Him in person, and you don't know anyone
who has. But there is a way to know who he is. How? Jesus Christ - the divine
Person revealed in the Bible - has a unique excellence and a spiritual beauty that
speaks directly to our souls and says, "Yes, this is truth." It's like seeing the sun
and knowing that it is light, or tasting honey and knowing that it is sweet. The
depth and complexity of Jesus shatter our simple mental frameworks. He baffled
proud scribes with his wisdom but was understood and loved by children. He
calmed a raging storm with a word but would not get himself down from the cross.
Look at the Jesus of the Bible. Keep your eyes open, and fill them with the portrait
of Jesus in God's Word. Jesus said, "If anyone's will is to do God's will, He will know
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whether the teaching is from God or whether I am speaking on my own authority."
Ask God for the grace to do His will, and you will see the truth of His Son. John
Piper has written this book in the hope that all will see Jesus for who he really is
and will come to enjoy him above all else.

Real Marriage
Synopsis: It is time for a leadership revolution. The old days of command-andcontrol leadership are over. The new movement of empowering leadership has
arrived, and it is servant leadership. Todd Phillipys newest book will empower you
personally and professionally by examining the principles and practices of The
Ultimate Leader, Jesus Christ. In just three short years, Jesus became the most
influential leader in history by serving rather than being served. If you have been
inspired by the life and teachings of Christ, then you need to read this book.
Endorsements: Todd Phillipys answer to the complexities and nuanced crucibles of
leadership so common to the present age is one of faith, discipline, excellence, and
hope. He is fearless in his conceptualizations, a writer who illumines what needs to
be illumined, a leader of uncommon giftedness. Read this book and enjoy the
processes of life, growth, and healing leadership culture. ~Shann Ferch, Ph.D.,
Professor of Leadership, Gonzaga University I highly recommend this book for all
those on the journey of leadership. In the search for how to lead, this book offers
not only theoretically sound insights, but also practical and digestible insights that
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will speak to the heart. This book is not limited to one industry, but is applicable to
all facets of leadership, whether in a church, a business, or any other setting; all
while providing a depth of understanding to all that read. ~Dr. Kathleen Patterson,
Associate Professor of Leadership Studies, Regent University The Ultimate Leader
will make you an empowering leader, while giving you a dramatic view of the
greatest leader of all. Phillipy provides a kind of how-to manual for succeeding as a
true servant leader internally, externally, and for eternity. ~Dr. Kent Ingle, College
of Ministry Dean, Northwest University Leaders and those in the business of
developing leaders are constantly asking, what is the voice of the emerging
generation and what do they expect of leaders. As a member of the emerging
generation himself, Phillipy has an important take on leadership, empowerment,
and on what leadership could and should be about. ~Dr. Robert McKenna, Chair,
Department of Industrial/Organizational Psychology, Seattle Pacific University and
author of Dying to Lead.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Christmas Sermons
All the makings of your favorite adventure story – drama, intrigue, promise, love,
hope, and heartache spanning two thousand yearsand YOU are a part of it!
Timeless: A History of the Catholic Church is a fresh retelling of the history of the
Church. In this easy-to-read, not-your-average history book, Steve Weidenkopf
introduces you to the vivid, dynamic story of God’s work in the world since
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Pentecost. Along the way, you will meet the weird, wonderful, and always
fascinating heroes and villains of the Catholic family tree. Read Timeless and you’ll
Learn the past in order to make sense of our world, know Christ better, be
prepared to defend your Faith and the Church, and understand where you fit in the
greatest story ever told. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Steve Weidenkopf teaches Church
History at the Christendom College Graduate School of Theology in Alexandria, VA.
He is the author of The Glory of the Crusades (2014), The Real Story of Catholic
History: Answering Twenty Centuries of Anti-Catholic Myths (2017), and 20
Answers: The Reformation (2017). He is the creator, co-author, and presenter of
the adult faith formation program Epic: A Journey through Church History and is a
popular author and speaker on the Crusades and other historical topics.

Who Do You Think You Are?
Will there be sex in heaven? Are miraculous gifts for today? Does God ever change
His mind? Such difficult questions often intrigue us, readily confuse us, and
sometimes disturb us. Drawing on nearly 40 years of teaching and ministry
experience, pastor-scholar Sam Storms answers 25 challenging questions
Christians are often too afraid to ask, addressing thorny issues ranging from the
eternal destiny of infants to the roles of demons and angels. The robust, thoughtful
answers provided in this book offer a helpful alternative to relying on simplistic
explanations, and will encourage you in the search for truth and clarity on such
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tough topics.

My Imitation of Christ
A helpful introduction to apologetics answering the question: Who is God? One of
today's most influential pastors clearly and concisely explains who God is, through
both theology and philosophy. Part of the A Book You'll Actually Read series. Now
available in a new size.

Revelation
In this concise book, one of America's most influential pastors puts forth a model of
church leadership that is both biblically sound and practically effective. Part of the
Re:Lit A Book You'll Actually Read series.

Timeless
A former reporter for The Chicago Tribune and former atheist presents a toughminded investigation of Christian beliefs, interviewing today's scientists, historians,
and philosophers to gather compelling evidence for the truth about Jesus.
Simultaneous.
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The Uncensored Truth Bible for New Beginnings
Most Christians already know that they should be telling their friends about Jesus.
But they have been poorly equipped with methods that are no longer effective in
today's post-Christian world. As a result, many people become frustrated, blame
themselves, and simply give up. Evangelism in a Skeptical World is a textbook on
evangelism that is ideal for the church or the classroom to equip Christians with
the principles and skills they need to tell the unbelievable news about Jesus to
friends in a skeptical world. Many of the older principles and methods of
evangelism in the twentieth century no longer work effectively today. In a postChristian, post-churched, post-reached world we need new methods to
communicate the timeless message of the gospel in culturally relevant ways. Dr.
Chan combines the theological and biblical insights of classic evangelistic training
with the latest insights from missiology on contextualization, cultural
hermeneutics, and storytelling. Every chapter is illustrated with real-world
examples drawn from over fifteen years of evangelistic ministry. These are
methods that really work - with university students, urban workers, and high school
students - getting past the defensive posture that people have toward Christianity
so they can seriously consider the claims of Jesus Christ. Field-tested and filled with
unique, fresh, and creative insights, this book will equip you to share the gospel in
today's world and help as many people as possible hear the good news about
Jesus.
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Porn-again Christian
An engaging and thoughtful book that guides readers into the frontiers of being a
missional Christian Prodigal Christianity offers a down-to-earth, accessible, and yet
provocative understanding of God's mission of redemption in the world, and how
followers of Christ can participate in this work. It speaks into the discontent of all
those who have exhausted conservative, liberal, and even emergent ways of being
Christian and are looking for a new way forward. It offers building blocks for
missional theology and practice that moves Christians into a gospel-centered way
of life for our culture and our times. Offers a compelling and creative vision for
North American Christians Puts forth a theology and ten critical signposts that
must be observed to follow a missional way of life: post-Christendom, missio Dei,
incarnation, witness, scripture, gospel, church, sexuality, justice, pluralism Asks
questions and points to issues that trouble many leaders in the post-modern, postdenominational, post-Christendom church This book can fill the gap for the
average Christian left discontented with the current options "after evangelicalism."

On Church Leadership
You’re already in a war. It’s time to fight. This book will equip you with tools to
protect the five fronts of spiritual battle: your relationship with God, your identity,
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your family and friends, your church, and the world. Win Your War is a practical
marriage, parenting, and relationship book that is grounded in the Word of God
and focused on recognizing Satan’s role in your life. Mark and Grace Driscoll help
you understand the power Jesus gives you to overcome the enemy’s attacks. Mark
and Grace Driscoll look at the nature of spiritual warfare in response to Adam and
Eve. God has a kingdom where His people are governed by the Spirit. Satan has
the world, where his people are governed by the flesh. Spiritual warfare is the
battle between these two realities in everything, including our identity, temptation,
gender, marriage, and emotional well-being. Some years ago Mark Driscoll
preached on the Book of Genesis and discovered an unexpected theme about
spiritual warfare that works itself out in all of human history: the storyline of the
Bible is that there is first a wedding and then a war. Satan did not show up until a
man and woman were married and had a ministry call on their lives. The first thing
he did was attack marriage and separate men and women. After reading this book,
you will uncover the five fronts of spiritual battle: your relationship with God, your
identity, your family and friends, your church, and the world. Also Available in
Spanish ISBN-13: 978-1-62999-259-4 E-Book ISBN: 978-1-62999-260-0 OTHER
TITLE BY MARK DRISCOLL Spirit-Filled Jesus (2018) ISBN: 978-1629995229

The Ultimate Leader
HOW DOES THE CHURCH REACH THE UNCHURCHED? We live in an increasingly
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post-Christian culture. More and more we find ourselves on the margins as less and
less people have any intention of ever attending church. What used to work
doesn’t work anymore and we need to adapt. Helping us to see the way forward,
this book offers practical ideas and personal stories for engaging with Western
society. Find out how to effectively reach people in the context of everyday life and
take hold of the opportunity to develop missional communities focused on Jesus.

The Dude's Guide to Manhood
Clear, biblical answers to some of the most common questions about the New
Testament–all in one concise book you'll actually read!

Tough Topics
As the pastor of Central Christian Church in Las Vegas, Jud Wilhite encounters new
Christians every single day. One of the greatest needs new believers have is a
resource for understanding the Christian faith and the Bible in a straightforward
and applicable guide. The Uncensored Truth Bible for New Beginnings fills that
need and show an uncompromising commitment to God's Word and the extent of
His grace: the radical, amazing, overwhelming favor and forgiveness of God
available to all. The New Living Translation is Jud's preferred Bible translation
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because he believes it is the easiest for new believers to understand. This fastest
growing Bible translation is the work of 90 Bible scholars over a seven-year period
and is known for accurately communicating the meaning of the original ancient
Hebrew and Greek texts in clear and concise language. Jud hopes The Uncensored
Truth Bible for New Beginnings will help you apply the gift of God's words to your
life along with some thoughts to help you understand it more quickly and deeply.
He gives you tools and resources to help navigate the deep waters of this living
document. As you dig into God's words, the encouragement and truth you receive
will literally change your life and the world! Key Features Include: A 32-page
Introduction in which Jud provides 6 helpful articles on how to understand the
Bible, overviews of the Old and New Testaments, and faith as a lifelong journey
Book Introductions, including the author, key people and verses, themes, and the
date it was written for each book of the Bible 9 Major Uncensored Truth Sections,
which guide readers to understand the core beliefs of Christianity-God, Jesus
Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Word of God, salvation, church, living the Christian life,
angels and demons, Jesus' return, and heaven and hell Callout Passages of
Scripture that have meant the most to Jud for different reasons in various seasons
of life And featuring the reliable and easy-to-read New Living Translation

Are You Moving Forward with Jesus? How to Excel in Your
Identity in Christ
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Discover the path to true masculinity—to an adventurous life of strength, purpose,
and clarity. Didn’t we used to understand manhood? Wasn’t there a time once
when it was clear and straightforward? Are we lost? Dudes, look around you: The
trail we once traveled from boyhood to maturity is now so overgrown, it’s almost
impossible to trace. Our vision is blurred, rendering the map that previous
generations followed unreadable. Our compass needles are spinning in circles,
making navigation impossible. We are stuck in dense, dangerous woods, and our
communities—the wives, children, friends, and colleagues we could be
influencing—are suffering as a result. It can be tempting to give up and, like so
many men today, simply exist, but take heart: Now is not the time for men to
abandon our quest. We can discover the path to true masculinity—to an
adventurous life of strength, purpose, and clarity. In The Dude’s Guide to Manhood,
pastor, author and dude Darrin Patrick charts a course back toward real manliness,
mapping out a vision to help men find significance and influence in today’s broken,
mixed-message culture. Revealing his own frailties and missteps, Patrick doesn’t
preach at you but walks with you on a journey toward healing and wholeness.
Filled with timeless wisdom, accessible insights and practical guidance, The Dude’s
Guide to Manhood issues an encouraging and doable call to all men, whatever your
age or stage. We need not settle for wandering aimlessly through our days,
wounded, weak, and passive. Instead, we can get back on the trail, embrace our
gifts while facing our imperfections, and trust the God of new beginnings to lead us
into all that we are destined to become: forgiven, connected, determined,
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teachable, content, heroic, and so much more.

The Good Book
The book that has made more saints than any other, after the Bible. Countless
saints from Therese of Liseux to Ignatius of Loyola have kept this book on their
nightstands, used it to direct their minds during adoration, and carried it in their
pockets as a soldier carries his weapon into battle. This classic and treasured
edition, aptly entitled My Imitation of Christ, is crafted specifically for the busy
person in the modern world. Here's why it is “My” Imitation of Christ: - Pocket size:
Perfect for purse, pants or jacket. Having this book on your person reminds you to
imitate Christ always – without exception. - 117 Illustrations: With seemingly
miraculous power, Ariel Agemian's timeless depictions of modern man (in suit and
tie) carrying his cross, tempted by Satan to vain pursuits but called by Christ to
eternal life. Your soul will be forever imprinted by an image of man's attempt to be
in the world - but not of it. - Durable Flex Cover: far more resilient than your
average book. If you use this book properly, it will take a beating. - Reading Guide:
In the back, 42 practical topics with references to guide you through your spiritual
reading. Ex.: “Are you discouraged? Read Book III, Chap. 56” “Are you vain? Read
Book I, Chap. 2, 7.” With over 40 of these, you're bound to find yourself
somewhere. - Index: Not your everyday index. Hundreds of topics with every
reference in the book cited. Here are your answers to nearly every spiritual issue –
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if you use it. If you wish to be in the world, but not of the world, there is no better
edition of this timeless classic than My Imitation of Christ. A portion of the
proceeds from every purchase of this Confraternity of the Precious Blood title go
directly to The Sisters Adorers of the Precious Blood in Brooklyn, NY to support
them in their vocation.

Vintage Jesus
The term "emerging church" causes confusion, conflict, and contention whenever it
is used. Still, the emerging movement is spreading across America and around the
world. Young adults from the millennial or mosaic generation are flocking back to
church in droves, when the church speaks relevantly to them. The impact of
emerging churches reaches far beyond the narrow walls of church buildings. The
millennial generation is content with nothing less than a holy revolution in society.
These eager young people purpose to transform the cities of America and the
world through living the life of Jesus. Emerging believers are more concerned with
life than with doctrine. They are committed to orthopraxy (true behavior) and not
just dead orthodoxy. This propels them into situations foreign to most Christ
followers. Their aim is a conquest of cities for Christ, and to that end they live out
the Jesus life in every aspect of community. "Authenticity" is their watchword. They
are resolved to be real in an unreal world. Members of the emerging churches keep
each other honest before God, and they accept nothing less than committed
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Christian character. The result is a growing revival among the emerging churches.

Evangelism in a Skeptical World
"The Bible and the social and moral consequences that derive from its
interpretation are all too important to be left in the hands of the pious or the
experts, and too significant to be ignored and trivialized by the uninformed and
indifferent.

Compelled by Love
Scrutinizes views that elevate mankind, emphasize sincerity instead of truth, and
question the simplicity of the gospel. Shows how the unchanging truth of God's
Word must guide our thinking.
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